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SYNOPSIS
Mark and Antonia live a long distance relationship. They are
meeting in Paris for vacation. Antonia is from Canada and
speaks no German as much as Mark no English. Communication problems are a natural consequence, the last time
together was a long time ago. Vacation in Paris is the final attempt to salvage the deadlocked relationship. Mark living in
Hamburg is an amateur filmmaker and takes his Bolex film
camera along. He doesn’t want to miss out the summer in
Paris.
It is warm, the city is vibrating and the vacation starts very
relaxed. Live happen outdoors. Everything seems to be fine

until Antonia presents a bicycle to Mark. Mark hates riding a
bike while Antonia loves it.
The atmosphere immediately reached rock bottom and the
old behaviour patterns come back. The vacation starts turning
into an emotional wrestling match. There is constant quarrel
between them. The last basis for living together is destroyed.
Back in Hamburg Mark decides to return to Paris with the bicycle, the place he received it. Mark drives to the ”City of Love“
with the symbol of a disturbed relationship, the final act and
the beginning of a trip.

DIRECTORS NOTE - ARNE KÖRNER
The Bicycle is a stylised love – road movie without any claim to reality.
Deep with colours and experimentally stage managed, always at the border of exaggeration. The film utilises all means possible. A generational
portrait narrated by a young man taking on him to travel from Hamburg
to Paris with the much hated bicycle, done to overcome his relationship
trauma. The Bicycle is interplay of road movie scenes and surreal relationship flashbacks, recollections of their last vacation in summerly Paris.

Paris vacation. This results in an emotional temperature curve mirroring
various facets of emotional sensitivities. Antonia showed to be at one
with the world linked with an attitude on dominance and the ability to
compose reality. Whereas Mark is the one searching, running away as
well as withdrawing linked with curiosity and a conquest of reality. This
becomes visible by his passion of filming with his Bolex camera and his
radical and protesting cycling, the latter with clearly discernible inner
tensioning.

aggressive and brusque. A strong quarrel is followed by advances resulting in a dancing and drinking binge thereby showing a desperate cheerfulness. Again and again the racing cycle or better cycling in general
keeps the pair together for a time. For Mark it is the transition between
me and the world, me and reality. The trip from Hamburg to Paris is again
and again the escape from his ambivalent recollection of his relationship.
The film illustrates how much this is triggered by Antonia’s possessive
behaviour.

Mark and Antonia are real and artwork at the same time, prototypes
of their generation. Mark is a big boy masking his insecurity. Antonia is
a young self assured, emancipated woman. She is the strong one who
wants everything but still giving a lot. Mark has problems with accepting. He is fascinated by her and at the same time totally overburdened.
The film shows a delicate relationship psychogram of the interplay between near and far away, between desire of security and autonomy of
the films characters. The Bicycle uses hints of near of soul as well as
attempts to remain independent, emotions that are updated during their

For young Mark the racing cycle is really a room that means freedom. On
the one hand side he appears to be withdrawn only; on the other hand he
is extravert, an observer of reality. Then again Antonia playfully tries to
get the young man interested in her thereby with clearly visible signs of
possessiveness. All these characteristics are subtly indicated. They are
reinforced by their interdependency thereby showing their ambivalence.
The speciality of this during the duration of their vacation intensifying
relationship psychograph results in Mark becoming more and more repellent. Following several capture manoeuvres Antonia is getting more

Arriving at the destination it turns out that even cycling is not totally
voluntary but rather the reaction to a present of his girl friend, who in
his mind tries to form him after her desire. He tries to fight against this
constellation resulting in a grave dispute in the street with the attempt
of separation for good. Mark accuses her so much of dominating their relationship that the bicycle has to be symbolically burned once they have
broken up.

FILM CRITICS - MICHAEL GIRKE
STREET THEATRE
A young woman and a young man in Paris in love, but still searching –
isn’t this a subject well worn out? Yes, this is surely true, but not in
cinemas! A good director takes overused locations and subjects to show
new aspects.
Just like Arne Körner. He shows a cinema love story differently.
His intentions are most visible when one acoustically can’t understand
the dialog between his main characters (a car passes by very noisily) or
both are quiet for minutes during a dispute. Neither the noise nor the
silence disturbs Körner’s appeals to the eyes. Even tiniest gestures by
the artists show something at all times, convert the screen into a landscape full of passions, contradictions, questions, doubts.
When the couple wanders through Paris searching for orientation nothing comes up as being staged. Instead it becomes obvious that
during the shooting the artists did not know exactly what to expect. This
resulted in situations no script can plan. Well mounted these situations

generate a particular especially not stagy intensity. »The Bicycle« is a
film with room for spontaneity like street theatre with a direct link to the
reality of Paris.
»There is the Paris in France, the Paris from Paramount, from
MGM and from Columbia, I prefer the MGM version«; a sentence by
director Billy Wilder about the fascination of artificial cinema worlds.
However in the sixties there was change in the air, there was the Paris
of Jacques Rivette, Eric Rohmer and Jean-Luc Godard. When Jean Seberg
and Jean-Paul Belmondo in »Breathless« not in sterile studios but
instead in real Paris streets starred this became an eye opener for the
public. All of a sudden the conventional film looked old and bland. »The
Bicycle« contains some reverberations of this era. Here too the production does not constantly tell the viewer what to think, but instead to
look. Welcome in Arne Körner’s Paris.

FILM CRITICS - DIETRICH KUHLBRODT
This film is a great experience. From the beginning you will be drawn into
two worlds, the colourful one in Paris and parallel into the clinically clean
and cold world of the bicycle tour from Hamburg to Paris. In an inviting
way your reception will be activated. The spectator opens up and makes
up his own mind of what he is seeing. This means he becomes a co-worker of the film for the success of the projection. The nice sentence “A film
only materializes when shown in the cinema“ is really fitting. When
describing this film as a road movie it will become obvious when watching that this is a ride into once inside; a recollection of the lively and fun
loving Paris which becomes for the introverted hero (Akin Sipal) more
and more an excessive demand and burden, in hind side even a trauma.
He cannot open up despite the constant attempts by his extroverted
girlfriend (Carly May Borgstrom) trying to pull him out of his isolation.

The observer who cannot do any other but to open up for the film is in
a better position. It is exciting throughout the film to witness – even to
share the excitement – how during summer in the teeming streets of
Paris the love story of the protagonists may end; sometimes full of hope,
sometimes full of bad feelings. The film plays out in full length in the
street. By no means is it a German film affair retreating into a studio.
Also no dramaturgically safe sentences are spoken but with the street
noise the mouth is opened. No one will get the idea that “The Bicycle”
is a documentary, that’s what I claim. Both artists are far too present.
We get too near. We, the viewers stay with them. As a conclusion, Arne
Körner, producer and screenwriter has made with his first motion picture
a novel cinema experience, one that addresses heart and soul.

ARNE KÖRNER | WRITER, PRODUCER & DIRECTOR
Arne Körner is a Hamburg based film maker. After studies as audio-visual engineer, he studied BA Film at
the Academy of Fine Arts, Hamburg. In 2013 he participated in exchange program at the École Nationale
Supérieure des Beaux-Arts, Paris. His work has been shown in numbers of festivals and received several
awards.
￼
FILMOGRAPHY (Short list)
THE BICYCLE 2015
Festival des Films du Monde de Montréal
49. Internationale Hofer Filmtage
VUE POINTE 2014
30. Internationales Kurzfilm Festival Hamburg
SURROUNDED 2013
43rd Festival du nouveau cinema Montreal
20. Internationales Filmfest Oldenburg
14. Kerry Film Festival
Rio de Janeiro International Short Film Festival
SCHURBACK 2012
London International Documentary Film Festival
dokumentART European Festival for Documentaries

CARLY MAY BORGSTROM | CAST
Carly May Borgstrom was born in Innisfail, a small town in the Canadian province Alberta.
Following her university entrance diploma she studied dramatics in Central Alberta. Upon
completion of her studies she moved to Kaohsiung, Taiwan. There she worked as director of
a small theater for children named “Mindful Phoenix“. The Film and Television Institute of
India accepted her in 2008. Upon completion she started her Masters of Film at Hochschule
für bildende Künste Hamburg with Prof. Robert Bramkamp.
FILMOGRAPHY
2014 A White Bright Light
2012 Venice (AT) | Director
2012 Feuer meiner Lenden | Director
2011 Shivagi Housing Society
2010 Leaving With The Mind
2010 The Light of Her Shadow | Director: Andrea Ianetta
2008 Boxhead
2007 Man Dying
2003 Exploit Of A Narcissist-

AKIN SIPAL | CAST & CO-WRITER
Akin Sipal, 1991 born in Essen, studying cinematography at Hochschule für bildende Künste
Hamburg. Since 2012 he is author at Suhrkamp Theaterverlag. Both of his plays “Vor Wien” and
“Santa Monica” are published at Suhrkamp Verlag.
FILMOGRAPHY
2015 Baba Evi | Writer, Director
2013 Deprem Meprem | Writer, Director
PUBLICATIONS AND AWARDS (Short list)
2012 Acceptance by Suhrkamp Theaterverlag
2012 First Price Literature Competition “In Zukunft”, Land NRW, Westfälisches Landestheater
2012 Vor Wien, Theatertext, Suhrkamp Verlag
2012 Opening Night of Play “Vor Wien“, Westfälisches Landestheater Castrop Rauxel
2013 Sponsorship Award of Literature by Kulturbehörde (Ministry of Culture)
Hamburg for play “Santa Monica“
2015 Opening Night of Play “Santa Monica” at Staatstheater Mannheim

THE BICYCLE | CAST
In 1998 the racing bike was manufactured by the old Belgian bicycle manufactory Kasan&Rijwel. In the same year it was bought by the than mid-forties enthusiastic racing rider Hartmut Kampe. Following extensive rides in
the Pyrenees and despite back problems unexpected intensification of his
cycling hobby he sold the bike to replace it by a late model. The new owner
Johannes Hahn acquired the used but well maintained racing bike for a bargain price of 60€.
The new owner must have been a big disappointment for the bike. It was
no longer the star but an article of daily use. No more maintained in a cellar
and well prepared high speed tours across paved country roads but instead
chained to lamp posts. Upon completing his palaeontology studies Hahn
moved from Würzburg to Schanzenstraße in Hamburg. From there further
whereabouts of the bike are lost. It resurfaced in Hamburg-Hamm in the
eat-in kitchen of Dennis R. in 2011. From here it was acquired through eBay
by Lena K. (name changed) for an unknown price. Then she was the girl
friend of Akin Sipals and gave him the bike for his birthday. The relationship
broke up later and the bike remained. Too many recollections were associated with it. There was a miniature frog fixed to the front mud guard. With
every ride he was reminded of his broken relationship. Together with Arne
Körner the idea of a motion picture emerged. Following long and extensive
preparations the film was realised last year: The Bicycle.

MARTIN PRINOTH | CREW
Martin Prinoth, 1983 born in Bozen, Italy earned Certificate of Communication Science in Salzburg,
followed by the Diploma at Hochschule für bildende Künste Hamburg. He is filmmaker, camera
operator. Video artist for theater productions and member of the Art Community YOVO! YOVO!
with whom he participated at international biennials of fine arts in West-Africa, the United Arab
Emirates and Marocco. He resides and works in Hamburg.
￼
FILMOGRAPHY
2015 The fifth point of the compass in progress | Director of Photography, Screenplay, Director
2014 Winter | Director of Photography, Screenplay, Director
2013 Creatures of the Vesuvius | Director of Photography, Screenplay, Director
2013 Ein Endspiel | Camera Operator | Director: Lilli Thalgott
2013 Kein Licht II | Director of Photography | Regie: Akira Takayama

AGAINST REALITY PICTURES
Cinematographical parallel universes, genuine visually expressive with substantial concentration. Concisely: Cinema! This is Against
Reality Pictures. Founded in 2013 by Arne Körner, Martin Prinoth and Akin Sipal, known for the festival successes Surrounded and Le
creature del Vesuvio. The Bicycle is the first feature film production.
FILMS
THE BICYCLE 2015 				
Written & Directed by Arne Körner		

Festival des Films du Monde de Montréal
49. Internationale Hofer Filmtage 2015

BABA EVI 2015			
Written & Directed by Akin Sipal		
VUE POINTE 2014 				
Written & Directed by Arne Körner		

30th Internationales Kurzfilm Festival Hamburg
18th International Film Festival CineMAiubit					

LE CREATURE DEL VESUVIO 2013		
Written & Directed by Martin Prinoth		

37. Duisburger Filmwoche
10. Dokumentarfilmwoche Hamburg

SURROUNDED 2013 				
Written & Directed by Arne Körner		

43rd Festival du nouveau cinema Montréal
Rio de Janeiro International Short Film Festival

DEPREM MEPREM 2013				
Written & Directed by Akin Sipal		
				

10. Dokumentarfilmwoche Hamburg
Bundeskunsthalle Bonn
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